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1. The  chromosomal defficiency associated with crime is Ã¢â‚¬Â¦...................................
........

     	      XXY

     	--->> XYY

     	      YYX

     	      XY

2. People who reject both the cultural goal and the cultural means of achieving them, 
and seek to replave them with alternative means are calledÃ¢â‚¬Â¦.....................

     	      Innovators

     	--->> Rebel

     	      Ritualists

     	      Retreatists

3. Which of the following theory regard crime as product of 

     	      Social learning

     	--->> Psychoanalytic

     	      Evolution

     	      Idealist

4. The things that a society normative system defines as worth being and having, is 
calledÃ¢â‚¬Â¦.........................................

     	      Conformity

     	      Innovation

     	--->> Cultural goal

     	      Cultural means

5. Which of the following is among the body type propounded by William Sheldon 
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(1949)?.........................................

     	      Endormorphosine

     	--->> Endomorphs

     	      Cannine

     	      Mesophy

6. Labelling theory was propounded by Ã¢â‚¬Â¦................................................................
......

     	--->> Howard Becker

     	      Frank Tanenbaum

     	      Erving Guffaw

     	      Travis Hirschi

7. People who lose sight of the goal while slavishly adhering to the means are 
calledÃ¢â‚¬Â¦.............................................

     	      Conformists

     	      Rebels

     	--->> Ritualists

     	      None of the above

8. Who among the following scholars defined labeling as the 

     	--->> Frank Tanenbaum

     	      Howard Becker

     	      Sutherland

     	      Rosy Meier

9. Who among the following scholars modified Durkhein concept of 'Anomie

     	      Sutherland

     	--->> Robert Merton

     	      K. C. Loronz
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     	      Howard Becker

10. Who among the following scholar is associated with the control theory Ã¢â‚¬Â¦.........
.............................................

     	      Emile Durkheim

     	--->> Travis Hirschi

     	      K.C. Lorenz

     	      Merton
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